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ACROSS 

12. written or electronic
permission from a
1. to voluntarily remove one’s
counselor or faculty
self from a course during
member to enter a class
the adjustment period
13.
to voluntarily remove one’s
7. missing class more than
self from a course after
the number of class
the adjustment period
meetings in a week would
14. must be taken with
be excessive __________
another class
9. summary document
15.
enrolled in at least 12
from instructor that
hours in a semester
outlines course objectives
makes a student _______
and assignments
______ (2 words)
10. unit of work that measures
course load for a semester
11. five-digit number that
identifies every course

16. falling below a 1.25
GPA after 30 attempted
credit hours will result
in academic ________
17. course designed to
prepare students for
college-level work

DOWN
2. falling below 1.75
GPA after 12 credit
hours will result in
academic ________
3. determines eligibility
for grants and loans
from or backed by the
federal government

4. maintaining at least a 2.0
GPA keeps a student in
_______  ______ (2 words)
5. course that must be
taken in preparation
for another course
6. program for students
whose first language
is not English
7. meeting the minimum
English, reading, and/.
or math eligibility
to take a class
8. a two-year degree
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Answers
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. to voluntarily remove one’s self from a course
during the adjustment period: drop
7. missing class more than the number of class
meetings in a week would be excessive:
absences
9. summary document from instructor that
outlines course objectives and assignments:
syllabus
10. unit of work that measures course load for a
semester: credit hour
11. five digit number which identifies every
course: CRN
12. written or electronic permission from a
counselor or faculty member to enter a class:
override
13. to voluntarily remove one’s self from a course
after the adjustment period: withdraw
14. must be taken with another class: corequisite
15. enrolled in at least 12 hours makes a student:
full time
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16. falling below a 1.25 gpa after 30 attempted
credit hours will result in academic: suspension
17. course designed to prepare students for
college-level work: developmental
DOWN
2. falling below 1.75 gpa after 12 credit hours
will result in academic: restriction
3. determines eligibility for grants and loans
from or backed by the federal government:
FAFSA
4. maintaining at least a 2.0 gpa keeps a student
in: good standing
5. course that must be take in preparation for
another course: prerequisite
6. for students whose first language is not
English: AELP 
7. meeting the minimum english, reading and/or
math eligibility to take a class: assessment level
8. a two-year degree: associates

